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Some success stories

Cameron Webb: tweeted, blogged, emailed
Vastly outperformed other papers (via)

Melissa Terras: tweeted
11x the  attention of her other work (via)



What you need

A nice headshot
A killer bio
Open research
Social media & analytics tools
A strategy



Strategy

What is your goal?
What tactics can help you reach it?

How can you measure success?
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Goals: 

• To publish her first monograph 
• To eventually find a tenure-track university 

position

Tactics: Blogging, speaking at conferences, and 
engaging other scholars (esp. “influencers”) 
on social media
Success metrics:

• Intermediate: Blog visitors, speaking gigs, 
Twitter followers, Twitter reach

• Ultimate: # solicitations from high-quality 
publishers, # job interviews/offers

Khadijah, PhD candidate, 
Sociology, USA
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Tactics

To discuss
Commenting on blogs

Blogging - personal

Blogging - guest

Twitter

Advanced
Kudos (growkudos.com) 

Infographics

Webinars

Conference presentations (slides, 
recordings, related blog posts)

Video abstracts



Analytics

Track attention to 
your research
• Impactstory
• Altmetric 

bookmarklet
• publisher metrics

Track your overall 
online engagement
Sumall









Headshot
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Bios: micro, short & long

Automate it! http://bit.ly/biotoolforce
The Manual Process
Establish credibility + Explain what you do (research 
interests) + Brag a little + Call to action

Customize
Check out GradHacker.org for a thorough guide





Paul Groth is Disruptive Technology Director at Elsevier Labs. He holds a Ph.D. in 
Computer Science from the University of Southampton (2007) and has done 
research at the University of Southern California and the Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam. His research focuses on dealing with large amounts of diverse 
contextualized knowledge with a particular focus on the web and science 
applications. This includes research in data provenance, data science, data 
integration and knowledge sharing. He lead architecture development for the 
Open PHACTS drug discovery data integration platform. Paul was co-chair of the 
W3C Provenance Working Group that created a standard for provenance 
interchange. He is co-author of “Provenance: an Introduction to PROV” and “The 
Semantic Web Primer: 3rd Edition” as well as numerous academic articles. He 
blogs at http://thinklinks.wordpress.com. You can find him on twitter: @pgroth .

Establish credibility + Explain what you do (research interests)
+ Brag a little + Call to action



Open research
Publish Open Access
• Citation advantage
• Attention (altmetrics) advantage

Share your data, 
presentations 
& code openly
• General purpose: Institutional repositories, 

Figshare, Zenodo, Dryad
• Software: GitHub; 
• Presentations: Slideshare

Open licensing
• License your work for maximum reuse 

(CC-0 or CC-BY)

Practice radical research 
transparency
• Open lab notebooks & blogs
• Documenting negative results
• Tools and techniques you’re using



Recommended tools: the essentials
Comments on others’  blogs

Personal blog

Guest blog posts

Twitter

Automators (ORCID, IFTTT, Zapier)

Analytics (Impactstory, Altmetric bookmarklet, Sumall)

A place to showcase your research (ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Figshare)



Comments on other blogs

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2016/04/14/three-things-scholarly-publishers-should-know-about-
researchers/



Guest blogs

Before pitching, determine:
Who is their audience?
How big is their audience?
Do they accept guest posts?
What do you have to offer?



Personal blog

Things to blog about
Papers you’ve published
Talks you’ve given
Other people’s research
Conference recaps
Relevant issues in academia
Interviews with others
Tips & tricks

Research-oriented
Jonathan Eisen, Rosie Redfield, Threadbared

Commentary-oriented
Melissa Terras, Mike Taylor, April Hathcock

Tips & tricks
Miriam Posner, Martin Paul Eve, Philip Guo, 
Matt Might



Twitter
Manage your “brand”

5-3-2 rule

5 - sharing others’ work
3 - sharing your own work
2 - personal updates

Be nice.

Think about separating your personal 
and professional identities 
(optional)



A quick note on 
putting yourself out 
there…



Automators

Auto-updates of your 
research outputs
ORCID

Auto-updates to 
social media
IFTTT, Zapier, Buffer, Hootsuite

Connect the accounts you want to 
automate

Linkers (IFTTT, Zapier)
IF I create a new blogpost
THEN share the title and a link on 

Twitter
Schedulers (Buffer, Hootsuite)



Five steps to making this work for you

Always add value
Batch
Automate
Track
Repurpose



Essential resources

30 Day Impact Challenge e-book
LSE Impact Blog & Twitter guide
whyopenresearch.org



How you can get started
1. Define your goals

2. Open up your research process

3. Choose your tactics

a) Brainstorm  a  list  of  topics  that  you’d  like  to  blog  about

b) Find  and  follow  50  new  people  on  Twitter  and  start  engaging  them

c) Find  research  outputs  (software,  presentations,  data)  that  you  can  share  in  your  IR  or  on  Figshare

4. Get to work!



Thanks!

Stacy Konkiel
stacy@altmetric.com / @skonkiel


